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BACK PAIN
1. "As you know, I have only started with the company products about four weeks ago. I started the products
with really no hope or expectations whatsoever. My results have been absolutely amazing. My symptoms are
basically three fold. The first being Parkinson's disease. The second being degenerative disc disease in my
back and third chronic sinus with sinus infection and that type of thing. In three days I noticed a difference in
my overall health. I could tell something was working. I wasn't having to use over the counter decongestants
and that type of thing. Much to my surprise within a week or so, I noticed a tremendous difference in my
Parkinson's symptoms, which I never had any expectations for whatsoever. Again, this includes symptoms
like pain, sleeplessness, and obviously with mine I had tremors. I could go on and on, but I have now in a
four week period come to a point where I could honestly say am at a 95 percent ratio. I think these results are
phenomenal given the time frame. I'm sleeping at night. I have very little cramping whatsoever. The tremors
are almost nonexistent at this point, which I think is fascinating. I have quit seeing the neurologist that I was
going to, and a week or so ago I stopped taking the medication prescribed to me. This has all come to an end
and I am only taking the enhanced transfer factors and the Fibro AMJ, Day and Nighttime. These are the
only things I'm on and the results are incredible." Scott M.
2. "In December of last year, I started taking enhanced transfer factors and Fibro AMJ Day-time formula. At
the time I was experiencing severe joint and muscle pain. After 20 days I started to see some great results.
After six weeks, I felt like a whole new person. I feel very health and strong now thanks to 4Life products!
Andre
3. "After a third surgery, I have degenerative disc disease, I found transfer factors. After 3 days I could turn
my head, and touch my toes." Mark F.
4. "I had my sister start on Fibro AMJ about a week ago, to help her arthritis and back pain. She called me
last night to tell me it really helped her psoriasis. Only a week and it's she sees a difference!!" Charlie Spath
5. "I have severe lumbar pain and back spasms. Since taking transfer factors and Fibro AMJ my pain has
been reduced tremendously." Wayne Jenkins
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